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Chapter Summary


1, The perceptual screens of communicators and listen— 5. Incivility is a form of defensive communication that
destroys interpersonal relationships, whereas civil-
ity is a form of nondefensive communication that is
assertive and leads to clarity.


ers either help clarify or distort a message that is
sent and received. Age, gender, and culture influence
both the sent and received messages.


2. Reflective listening involves affirming contact, para- 6. Nonverbal communication includes the use of terri-
torial space, seating arrangements, facial gestures, eye
contact, and paralanguage. Nonverbal communica—
tion varies by nation and culture around the world.


phrasing what is expressed, clarifying the implicit,
reflecting core feelings, and using appropriate non—
verbal behavior to enhance communication.


3. The best supervisors talk easily with diverse groups 7. Communicative disease is the absence of heartfelt
communication in human relationship and can lead
to loneliness and social isolation.


of people, listen empathetically, are generally persua-
sive and not directive, are sensitive to a person’s self-
esteem, and are communication minded. 8. Information Communication Technology (ICT)


includes e-mail, voice mail, cell phones, and social me-
dia such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and LinkedIn.
High-tech innovations require high—touch responses.


4. Physical separation, status differences, gender differ—
ences, cultural diversity, and language are potential
communication barriers that can be mercmne.


Key Terms
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Review Questions


1. What different components of a person’s perceptual 6. Describe incivility in terms of defensive communi-
cation. Describe civility in terms of nondefensivescreens could distort communication?
communication.2. What are the three defining features of reflective


listening? 7. What four kinds of nonverbal communication are
important in interpersonal relationships?3. What are the four levels of verbal response in reflec-


tive listening? 8. What are helpful nonverbal behaviors in the com-
munication process? Unhelpful behaviors?4. Compare one—way communication and two-way


9. What is communicative disease?communication.


. What are the five communication skills of effective 10. Describe at least five new communication technolo—
gies in terms of data richness.


(J!


supervisors and managers?


Discussion and Communication Questions


1. Who is the best communicator you know? Why do 3. What methods have you found most helpful in over-
coming barriers to communication that are physical?
Status-based? Cultural? Linguistic?


You consider that person to be so?
2- Who is the best listener you have ever known? De-


scribe what that person does that makes him or her 4. Who makes you the most defensive when you talk
5" good at listening. with that person? What does the person do that


makes you so defensive or uncomfortable?
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5. With whom are you the most comfortable and
nondefensive in conversation? What does the
person do that makes you so comfortable or
nondefensive?


6. Have you ever been the object of incivility? Describe
how it made you feel and how you reacted.


7. What nonverbal behaviors do you find most help-
ful in others when you are attempting to talk with


them? When you try to listen to them?


(communication question) Identify a person at work


or at school who is difficult to talk to and arrange


an interview in which you practice good reflective


listening skills. Ask the person questions about a


topic you think may interest her or him. Pay par-


ticular attention to being patient, calm, and non—


reactive. After the interview, summarize what you


learned.


10.


11.


(communication question) (in to the library and
read about communication problems and barriers.


Write a memo categorizing the problems and bar-
riers you find in current literature (last five years).
What changes do organizations or people need to
make to solve these problems?
(communication question) Develop a role—playing
activity for class that demonstrates defensive (domi-
nant or subordinate) and nondefensive communica-
tion. Write brief role descriptions that classmates
can act out.
(communication question) Read everything you
can find in the library about a new communication
technology. Write a two-page memo sumnmrizing
what you have learned and the conclusions. you
draw about the new technology’s advantages and
disadvantages.
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